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Abstract

level controller makes supervisory decisions, while the
low level controllers will actually generate the required
state trajectories.
An important problem within this framework is that
of finding conditions for a partition to satisfy the inblock controllability hypothesis. In Section 4, a form
of local accessibility for nonlinear control systems is introduced called the continuous fountain condition. To
verify the in-block controllability hypothesis using the
theory of this paper it is sufficient to establish that (i)
the continuous fountain condition and (ii) a recurrence
condition hold. Furthermore, for the so-called energy
slice partitions of Hamiltonian systems (and, in fact,
partitions of more general systems), the dense recurrence condition under a distinguished control is an inherent property which does not need explicit verification (whenever each slice is precompact).
In Section 5, an application of the theory to a highly
simplified air traffic managementsystem is presented.

Thenotions of finite analytic partition, dynamicalconsistency, and partition machinewere originally developed in (Wei 1995; Caines &: Wei 1998) for dynamical
systems on differentiable manifolds and in (Caines &~
Lemch1999) for hybrid systems; in this paper they are
generalized to hybrid systems with disturbances.
1. Introduction
Manycomplex control systems in engineering, such as
air traffic management systems (Tomlin, Pappas,
Sastry 1998), motor drives (Balluchi et al. 1998) and
intelligent highway systems (Lygeros, Godbole, 8. Sastry 1998), have a hybrid nature, in the sense that (i)
the lowest level they can be characterized by continuous differential equations, (ii) at the highest level by
discrete mechanism,and (iii) the evolution of the overall system is described by the interaction of all system
levels.
In this paper a hybrid (base) system is modelled as
quintuple consisting of a state space (whichis the direct
product of a set of discrete states and an n-dimensional
manifold), sets of admissible continuous and discrete
controls, a family of controlled autonomousvector fields
assigned to each discrete state, and a (partially defined)
mapof discrete transitions. Next, generalizing the theory presented in (Caines 8. Wei 1998), the notion
a finite analytic partition II of a state space of a hybrid system is defined. Then the notion of dynamical
consistency is generalized to that of hybrid dynamical
consistency. Based on these notions, the partition machine Hrl of a hybrid system H is defined in such a way
that, in the class of in-block controllable partitions, the
controllability of the high level system(described by the
partition machine, which is a discrete finite state machine) is equivalent (under some technical conditions)
to the controllability of the low level system (described
by differential equations). Within the hybrid partition
machine framework, a discrete controller supervises its
continuous subsystems via hierarchical feedback relations; furthermore, each continuous subsystem is itself
(internally) subject to feedback control. The resulting hierarchical control structure is such that the high

2.

Hybrid

Partition
Machines
for
Hybrid
Systems
Consider a hybrid system H which, in this paper, is
taken to be the quintuple
H = {LAQ × M,U,E,f,F},

(1)

where
Q = {ql,’’’,qm} is a set of discrete states (which are
called control locations);
Mis an open connected subset of ~’~;
L is called the state space of H;
U C ~’ is a set of admissible controls;
E is a finite set of transition labels;
f : Q x M × U --+ TMis an autonomous vector field
assigned to each control location;
F : L × E --+ L is an untimed (partially defined) map
discrete transitions.
Similar models of hybrid systems are employed
by (Branicky, Borkar, 8, Mitter 1994; Broucke 1998;
Lygeros, Godbole, 8* Sastry 1998; Tomlin, Pappas, 8*
Sastry 1998) and others.
Henceforth in this paper the notation
F((ql, Yl); a(t*)) _-- F((qx, Yx); a)
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(where ql, q2 e Q, yl, y2 £ M, o (Y’]) meansthat for any
specified instant t* e N and control a,

Definition 2 Let p = (q,x) e L, p’ = (q’,x’) and
let R C L. Weshall say that p~ is accessible from p with
respect to R if there exists a finite sequenceof admissible
control pairs

(i) limt~t.- qt ql,limt_.t.+ qt = qt*-- q 2;
(ii) limt~t.- y(t) = yl, limt__.t.+ y(t) = y(t*) =
According to the description above, the continuous
and discrete state trajectories are continuous from the
right. In fact the discrete state is piece-wise constant
from the right.
The symbol E shall denote the original set E extended with the identity element {id}.
It shall be assumed that the system H is non-zeno
in the sense that tile class of inputs {a} is restricted
so that in finite time only a finite number of discrete
transitions maybe generated.
The continuous dynamics of the hybrid system at
each control location q e Q are described by a differential equation of the form
sq: k. = f(q,x,u),

x e M,u e

{u(t),t

{~(t),t ~ [Tk-~,
Tk);~(Tk)},
such that the state trajectory p(.) -- (q(.), x(.))
as follows
p(To) =
p(t) = (q(Ti), Cq(Td(t, x(Ti), u)),
t e (Ti,Ti+I),O < i k- 1;
p(ri+l)
= r’(
lim p(t);~r(Ti+l))
t’~
1 r~+

satisfies (i) p(t) e R, for all t e [To,Tk]; and (ii) p(Tk)
pl.

The set of all states accessible from p (with respect
to R C L) shall be denoted by An(p).
The state space L of H is said to be controllable if
AL(p) = L, for all p e L.
[]

(2)

for which the assumptions are:
1)
(i) U is the sets of all bounded piece-wise Ck(~
(k _> 1) functions of time continuous from the right
(i.e. functions which are k times continuously differentiable, except possibly at a finite numberof points
in any compact interval, and which are bounded on
any bounded subset and everywhere continuous from
the right);

Definition 3 Let ql,q2 e Q and let Xq’ e 7rq~ e II,
yq2 e 7rq2 g II, where H is a finite analytic partition of
the state space L of H. (Xq~, yq2) is said to be a hybrid
dynamical consistent pair (HDC)if and only if for any
x e Xql there exist a state x’ e Xql such that (ql,x’)
is accessible from (ql,x) with respect to ql x q~ CL
and at least one of the following conditions holds:
(a) there exists a discrete control a e E such that
F((ql, x’); a) = (q2, Y), for y c y q2
OR
(b) q2 = ql, i.e. Xq~,Yq2 e 7rql , and there exists a
control u e U defined on a finite time interval [0, T]
such that
(i) Cq~(t,x’,u) ~ q~, for all t c [0, t* ), 0 < t*< T
(ii) Cq~(t*, x’, u) is a facial boundarystate OXq~ n
q~, i.e. it lies in the relative interior of an (n - 1)
cOY
dimensional connected component of the boundaries OXql and OYq~; and
(iii) ¢q~ (t, x’, u) e yq2, for all t e (t*, T].

(ii) for each q e Q, f(q,-, .) is continuouslydifferentiable
with respect to its arguments x e Mand u e U;
(iii)

e [To,T1);a(T1)},

Mis a non-empty, open, connected subset of Nn.

The symbol Cq(t,x,u) shall denote the transition
function of the vector field f(q,x,u) with respect to
the initial condition x e Mand control u e U.
Generalizing (Wei 1995; Caines & Wei 1998) to the
case. card(Q) > 1, we formulate the notion of a cellular
decomposition of Q x M given below. We note that
the definition implies the set Mhas certain additional
properties and hencerforth in this paper we assume this
to be the case.
Definition 1 A finite analytic partition of the state
space L = Q x M of a hybrid system H is a collection II = {Trq; q e~ Q} whereeach 7rq, q e Q, is a finite
analytic partition of M. By definition a finite analytic
partition 7rq is a pairwise disjoint collection of subsets
qIYq
~q
. ,X k~} such that every Xq is non7rq = t~.1,..2,..
empty, open, path-connected, and is such that

The notion of hybrid dynamical consistency for hybrid systems is evidently a generalization of the notion
of dynamical consistency (DC) introduced in (Caines
Wei 1998) for control systems on differentiable manifolds.
Definition 4 Let H be a hybrid system

kq

M=U(z:ooz:),

H = {LA__Q x M,g,r~,f,r}

i=1

and H = {Trq;q e Q} = {{Xq,...,X~};q
e Q} be
a finite analytic partition of L. Consider the system
Hn = {Ln,/), ~n}, where
Ln, which is called the state space of Hn, is defined as
LrI z2~ {(q,i);q e Q,i e {1,...,kq}};

q of every block X/q is
where, further, the boundary OX
a locally finite union of connected componentsof n - p
dimensional, p _> 1, analytic manifolds (possibly with
boundary).
[]
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F, = { E~ / ; ql , q2 e Q,1 < i < kq~ , l < j <_kq2} is a
finite set of transition labels;
(I, n : Ln x /~ --+ LII is a (partially
defined) map
such that OI’((ql,i); Eq~,i)
q2,j
= (q2,j) if and only
{XT’
X?2~
is
a
hybrid
dynamical
consistent pair. Oth--$ ~
3 /
erwise (I,n((ql,i); Eq,,i)
q2,j is not defined.
The finite state machineHn is called the hybrid partition machine of H.
[]

(c) at any such ti, u(t,v,p) is jointly continuously
differentiable with respect to t from the right;
(v) E~ and Y~’d denote the sets of discrete (state and
disturbance) feedback controlled transitions and discrete disturbance transitions, respectively. At any
instant t* of application of a discrete feedback controlled transition at* it is the case that at* =
a~,o(pt.:, v~-).
Wedefine the disturbance co-accessible set C A dis ( K ; R)
to K c L with respect to R C L to be

Definition 5 Let II be a finite analytic partition of the
state space L of H. II is called hybrid in-block controllable q,
if for any Xq e % e H, q c Q, and any x e X
the set of states accessible from (q,x) with respect
qxXqCLisequaltoq×Xq.
[]

(2<3

CAdiZ(K; R) = 0 CAd~(K; R),
n=l

li*(CAdi*\
CA~ni*(K;R) = CA~
n > 1, and, finally,
where

Theorem 1 Let H be a hybrid in-block controllable
partition of L. Then
HrI is controllablc (as a finite state machine)
L* A__ 0 q x (M - 0%) is controllable

CAdi*(K;a)={(q,x’);

n-lk[K’,/~);-]~),

for

3VeHd 3T>0gueLt
Cq(T,x’,u,v) e K, and

vt ~ [0,T]¢~(t,~’,u,~)R}

with respect

q(Q

[.j{(q,,x,) e R;3, ~ P.~r((q’,~’);,)

L A 0 q x (M - NF(%)), where NF(%), q e Q, is
qeQ

the set of all non-facial states of the partition %.

Let X, Y e H, where II is a finite analytic partition of
the state space L of H. Define

[]

(i) R = X tO Y Facial(OX A OY), if X,Ye % e II ,
for some q e Q; and

3. Hybrid Systems
with Disturbances
A hybrid system with disturbances, denoted H + D, is
the quintuple

(ii) R = Xt0Y, otherwise (i.e.
7rq2 e I-[, ql,q2 e Q and ql ~ q2).

H= {L A Q × M, H A__Hc ×Hd, E A__EcUEd, f,F},

ifX e %1 e H,

Definition 6 Weshall say that the (undisablable) disturbance event DY is defined if there exists x e X such
that x e CAd’s(Y; R)

where
(i) for each q e Q, fq : M× 5t~ ×Ltd --+ TMis continuously differentiable with respect to its arguments;
(ii) Q and Mare as defined in the previous section;
(iii) Hd is a class of disturbances which in this paper
is taken to be the set of all functions v : ~ --+ ~m.
which are
(a) CI({R1) functions of time except (possibly)
each element of a sequence {ti} which does not
have an accumulation point,
(b) continuous from the right at any point of discontinuity ti,
(c) bounded on any bounded subset of ~R;
(iv) l./c is a class of admissible disturbance and state
feedback control functions u : {R × ~m~× L --+ ~’~
such that
(a) n is boundedon any boundedsubset of {R ~"~" ×
q × M, for each q c Q,
(b) u(t, v,p) is continuously differentiable in (t,
with a bounded differential on any bounded subset
of~×~m’’ ×qxM, for each q e Q, except (possibly)
at each elemeut of a sequence {ti} which does not
have an accumulation point,

Wedefine the disturbance rejecting co-accessible set
CAdT(K; R) to K C R with respect to R C L to be
co

0 CAd~(K;R)’
n=l

d~
where CAdr(K; R) = CA,d~(CA~_,(K;R);R),
1, and, finally,
CAd~(K;R) = {(q, x’);

for

n >

Vv e Hd VT > 0
3u e H defined on [0,T]
Cq(T,x’,u,v)
e K, and
Vt e [0, T] Cq(t,x’,u,v) e

[_j{(q,,x,) e R;3ae ~ r((q’,x’);#)
Definition 7 Let X, Y e H, where II is a finite analytic
partition of the state space L of H. Weshall say that
the (disturbance rejecting) control event Y i s d efined
if x e CAd~(Y;R), for all x e X.
[]

III

Remark: Controlled and disturbance events are mutually exclusive in the sense that if DxY for somepartition
blocks X, Y ~ H, then -~Uz, for any Z e H, Z 7~ Y.

Valve
I--

Definition 8 A hybrid partition machine with disturn, ,rUq2,J
}’ q2,jis a finite state machine
bances, {L
denoted
HPM+D,
nH
=
~--ql,~
{Dql,i}}wherethe state space
LH = {(q,i);qe Q,i ’j
{1,...,kz}}, an d D~j an d U~q2,
are the disturbance and control events respectively. []

---

Tank

1

E
Definition 9 A block X e H is called "disturbance rejecting) in-block controllable, denoted DR-IBC,if for all
p,p’ e X, p’ e CAdr(p;X).
Tank
Definition 10 A block X e II is called c-DR-IBC if
(i) E~ 2x {p e X;N~(p) C X} ¢ O, and
(ii) for all p e X and any p’ e E~, p e CAd"(N~(p’);

3

Tank

2

Figure 1: Three tank system.
Example 1 To illustrate
the introduced in this paper
theory of hybrid systems with disturbances we present
the following example.
Consider the system of three tanks shown on Figure 1
(Tittus & Egardt 1998). The system has five different
control modes:
q~: the fluid is pumpedfrom tank 1 to tank 3;
q2: the fluid is pumpedfrom tank 3 to tank 2;
q3: the fluid is pumpedfrom tank 2 to tank 1;
q4: the fluid is added to the system via Valve;
q5: the pumpand the valve are shut off.
The three tanks system can be modelled as a hybrid
system in the following way. Weshall distinguish five
discrete locations - each corresponds to one of the five
different control modes, i.e. the set of discrete states is
Q = {ql,q2,q3,q4,q5}.
The continuous dynamics at the locations are as follows:
T
0
1]
ql :5: = [ -1
T
q2 :~ = [
0
1 -1]
T
q3 :X = [
W --W
0]
T
q4:5:=[
v
0
0]
q5 :~: = [
0
0
0] T ,
where v,w e (0, 1). The state space for the system
taken to be

[]
Let F C L denote the set of forbidden states. We
shall say that there exists a safe low level feedback control law for p, pl e L, if p ~ CAdr(pl; L - F). Furthermore, we shall say that there exists an c-safe low level
feedback control law for p,p’ ~ L, ifp c CAd~(Ne(p’);
F). It may be shown that
Theorem 2 (i) Let X, Y e H and let Y be DR-IBC.
there exists a sequence of blocks X = Z0, Z1,..., Zr =
Y, such that U~!+1 is defined for any two consecutive
blocks in this sequence, then, for any x e X, y e Y,
there exists a safe low level feedback control.
(ii) Assumethat there exists a safe low level feedback
control law for somep,p~ e~ L, and assume further that
a sequence of blocks X = Zo, Z1,...,Z~ = Y, p e X,
p~ e Y contains the resulting trajectories for all v ~ lgd
and is such that each of Z/ (0 < i < r) is DR-IBC.
Then the sequence {U/~+1; 0 < i < r- 1} of disturbance
rejecting control events is defined.

Theorem 3 (i) Let X,Y e II and let Y be cDR-IBC. If there exists a sequence of blocks X =
Z0, Z1,...,Z~ -- Y, such that U/+1 is defined for any
two consecutive blocks in this sequence, then, for all
x ~ X and any y ~ Y such that N~(y) C Y, there exists
an ~-safe low level feedback control.
(ii) Assumethat for some ~* > 0 there exists an s*safe low level feedback control law for some p,p~ e L,
and assume further that a sequence of blocks X =
Zo, Z1,’’’,Zr = Y, p ~ X, p~ e Y contains the resulting trajectories for all v e L/d and is such that each
of Zi (0 < i < r) is c-DR-IBC,for all ~ > 0. Then the
sequence {U.[+1; 0 < i < r-1} of disturbance rejecting
control events is defined.

D = {(xl,x2,x3) e ~a; xi > 0, i = 1,2,3}.
The forbidden states are
F = {(x~, x2, x3); x~ q/[A~, B~]},
for somegiven 0 < Ai < Bi (i = 1, 2, 3).
For each q e Q, we construct the partition 7rq, []Trqll =
kq > O, obtained by dividing D by the two-dimensional
planes x~ = -xj + Cej (i ¢ j) and x~ = C[, where
1 <_ i,j < 3 and Cej, C( takes values in {0, 1,.-.,n}
Hence each cube {(Xl,XZ,X~) e ~; C[ < xi < C( + 1}
is divided into eight parts.
The forbidden blocks are any X e H such that X
F-CO.

[]
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AIB2

A2BI

drives the three tanks system from the initial state So
to the final region S/can be chosen to be, for instance,
q4, q4, q3, q3 ~ q0.
CONTROL
EVENT

AI
AIB2

[]

DISTURBANCE
EVENT
A2B2

4.

~"~
FORBIDDEN
BLOCKS

Figure 2: A two-dimensional projection
the fq3 and f<u dynamics.

on (xl,x2)

(Note that 7r is not in the class of hybrid in-block
controllable partitions).
In the absence of disturbances (i.e. in the case when
v = v° c (0,1), w = ° c(0 ,1) ar e kn own parameters), the existence of the hybrid dynamical consistency relation for a pair of blocks X, Y e 7rq, such that
Facial(OX M OY) ¢ O, can be tested as follows. Let
be the normal vector to the boundary OXNOYoriented
in such a way that it points to Y. If the scalar product
(n, f<l) (where fit is the vector field at the location q)
is positive, then the ordered pair (X,Y) is hybrid dynamically consistent. Moreover, in the case when v, w
are viewed as unknowndisturbances, the disturbance
rejecting control event U~( is defined.
Further, for each subset X e D such that Xi A__ qi x
X C Grq,,
Xj A qj X X e 7fqj, the control event uX/
is defined (this is because switching between control
modesqi and qj is allowed at any state).
Assume,in addition, that there is a leak at the second
tank at the level x2 = E (E < A2). Then, for each block
X e 7rq, (1 _< qi <: 5) such that X 0 {(Xl,X2,X3);X2 :>
E} ¢ 0, an undisablable transition is defined to another
discrete location qi at which the dynamics of the fluid
are described by the differential equation
T,
ci]

it= [ai (hi-l)
T
where [ai bi ci] is the vector field at the location qi.
The objective for the three tank system could be formulated in terms of reaehability of a finite state or region from an initiM state or region while avoiding, if
possible, the set of forbidden states and, at the high
level, the set of blocks with undisablable transitions
leading to forbidden blocks. Using the partition machines with disturbances framework, this problem has
been reduced to the question of reachability for a finite state machine. As can be seen from Figure 2,
the sequence of control modes(together with the interleaved high level control events U~, U~, U-r, U6) which

On Construction
of IBC Partitions
for Systems with First
Integrals
This section of the paper concerns the global controllability of nonlinear systems of the form (2). There
an extensive literature on various forms of the accessibility and controllability problems for nonlinear systems. In particular, in (Jurdjevic 1997; Kunita 1979;
Lobry 1974), it has been shown that control affine
systems satisfying a dense recurrence condition and a
full rank Lie algebra condition are (globally) controllable. In (Manikonda& Krishnaprasad 1997), sufficient
conditions for controllability of affine nonlinear control
systems (where the drift vector field is a Lie-Poisson
reduced Hamiltonian vector field) are presented. In
(Hammer1998), an open function condition is employed
to prove global reachability.
A state x e M is said to be a continuous fountain
if (i) there exists an open ball neighbourhood Bp(x)
Msuch that for all open ball neighbourhoods Bs(x),
where 6 < p, the accessibility and co-accessibility sets
from x relative to B~(x) are open when the state x is
deleted; and (ii) whenever(i) holds throughout an
neighbourhood N(x) of x, the limit supremum of the
radii p of the open ball neighbourhoods of y c N(x) for
which (i) holds is continuous at
A state x e Mis called control recurrent if it lies in a
non-trivial positive limit set under somecontrol u e L/,
i.e. x is not an equilibrium point under u and x =
lim ¢(tn,x,u),
for some sequence {&;n = 1,2,...}
Tb"--’~OO
such that lira tn = (:x~.
n---* OO

Theorem 4 (Caines ~4 Lemch 1998) Assume that the
system S on the open connected state space Mis such
that every state x e M is a continuous fountain and
through each x in Mthere exists a non-trivial orbit.
Then Mis controllable.
[]
Theorem 5 (Caines ~4 Lemch 1998) Assume that the
system S on the open connected state space Mis such
that every state x e M is a continuous fountain and
for every x in Mthere exists a state dependent control
u~(-) e L/(N~; Nm)such that x is control recurrent under
ux. Then Mis controllable.
[]
4.1 The Fountain Condition
for Control
Afline Systems
Consider a system S of the input-linear or control affine
class of nonlinear time-invariant control systems
S: ~ = f(x)

+ ~gi(x)ui,
i=1
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(3)

where f, gl, g2," ¯ ",gm are smooth mappings from ~n
into ~n.
It can be shownthat the fountain condition for control aitine systems does not imply the Lie Algebra Rank
Condition.
Conversely, the Lie Algebra Rank Condition does not
imply the fountain condition (Caines & Lemch 1998;
1999).

Using the approach developed in earlier this paper,
we propose a decomposition of the state space of the
system, which models the relative motion of two planar aircraft,
A1 and A2. The motion of an aircraft
is described by the left invariant vector field (Tomlin,
Pappas, & Sastry 1998)

4.2 Hamiltonian
Control Systems
In this section an application of the results of Section 4 to affine Hamiltonian control systems is considered. Such systems have a smooth Hamiltonian of the

where

= gx,
-sin¢
g= |sine
cos¢
L oFC°S¢ 0

fornl

(4)
y ,
1
x]

X=

0 0 ;
0 0
x,y, ¢ represent the planar position and orientation of
the aircraft; v,w represent the translational and rotational velocities.
Let 91 (xl, Yl, ¢1), g2(x2, Y2, ¢2), and g(x, y, ¢) denote
the configuration of aircraft A1, the configuration of
aircraft A2, and the relative configuration of A.) with
respect to A1, respectively. Then

H(q,p, u) = Ho(q,p) - ~ Hj(q,p)uj,
j~l

where Ho(q, p) is the internal Hamiltonian (energy) and
Hi, j = 1,2,-..,m,
are the interaction or coupling
Hamiltonians.
Definition
11 A uo energy slice ES(H-,H +) of a
Hamiltoniancontrol system is the set of states for which
the value of H, under the state dependent control
u0
e b/(~’~; ~"~), lies between some fixed values H- and
+
H
ES(H-,H +) ~ {(p,q);
(p,q) e an d
H- < H(p,q,u)].=~o < S+}.

{71 = glX1, [72 = g2X2, and g2 = gig,
where X1 and X2 are given by the velocity (Vl,Wl)
A1 and the velocity (v2,w2) of A2. The relative motion
of two aircraft is described by

[]
Sr

{

~ 0-)2

Theorem 6 (Caines ~ Lemch 1998) A Hamiltonian
control system for which all states are continuous fountains and all equilibrium points under some constant
control u0 e U are isolated is such that any precompact
connected component of a u0 energy slice is controllable.
[]

(5)

-- &)l.

The state space for the system (5) is taken to
M~ ~1 x ~1 × [0, 27r).
For any given u ~_= (Vl,Wl,v.2,w2)
O, w2 # O, the function
F(x,y,¢;u)__A

Note that arguments analogous to those used in the
proof of Theorem 6 can be applied to any dynamical
system for which there is a measure preserving flow and
precompact slices based on any (not necessarily energy)
first integral of the system motion. The theorem is
stated for affine Hamiltonian systems and energy based
slices because of their great importance.
5.

x=v2cos¢+wly-vl
y = v2 sin ¢ - WlX

such that wl

(y-~, +~ ~ cos¢)2
+(x - ~---:
0)2 sin ¢)2

stays constant along the relative (with respect to
A1) trajectory of the aircraft A2. In other words,
F(x, y, ¢; u) is a first integral of (5).
Definition 12 Let F(x, y, ¢; u), where u = (Vl,
wl,v2,w2), be a first integral of the system (5). A
F-slice S(A-, +) of t he c ontrol s ystem ( 5) i s t he s et
of states for which the value of F under given controls
uo =(vO,wO, v2,
o w2) lies between some fixed values Aand A+, i.e.
S(A-,A+) A__ (x ,y,¢); (x ,y,¢) e
M an
A- < F(x,y,¢;U)l .... 0 < A+}’
[]

Application

to a Planar
Aircraft
System
Current air traffic control managementis highly centralized; it provides quite detailed instructions to all
aircraft regardless of the short term objectives of an individual aircraft (Perry 1997). Air traffic control is
example of a hybrid control system which consists of
differential equations coupled with a discrete event system. There is an extensive literature on this subject,
see, for example, (Tomlin, Pappas, & Sastry 1998), and
the references therein.

Lemma1 (Caines ~ Lemch 1998)
(i) For any 0 < A- < + <0%S(A -,A +) is nonempty, precompact, and path-connected.
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I0.

state q e Q corresponds to (vl,wl)) is in-block controllable. Moreover, for any pair of safe blocks X, Y e 7rq
(q e Q), a disturbance rejecting control event Y is
defined.
A control objective for aircraft A2 maybe formulated
as follows: reach a certain point in the state space M,
while (i) avoiding the protected zone F (or, for the high
level controller, avoiding the set of forbidden blocks)
(ii) minimizing a cost function (which could characterize, for example, fuel consumption, time, or any other
resource). In other words, the objective is to balance
the safety of each individual aircraft with the optimal
utilization of resources.

phi

5,

O,

-5-
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Given a partition ~r, where each block X e 7~ is a connected component of an energy slice, one can generate finer partitions using (i) u constant ~ 0 energy
slices, (ii) different integrals of motion, or (iii) controllable transversal manifolds, in particular transversal foliations (Broucke 1998). The resulting blocks may constitute neighbourhoods of system states of possible interest and hence form candidate targets for high level
trajectory control. Even though, in general, the hybrid
in-block controllability property is not preserved under
the transversal decomposition of an energy slice block,
the associated hybrid partition machine stays in the
class of hybrid between-block controllable machines.
In conclusion, the notions of state aggregation described in this paper promise to facilitate the analysis and design of complex control systems; in addition
to the traffic management example introduced above,
we also mention in that context mechanical systems
with many degrees of freedom and large space structures (Goh & Caughey 1985a; 1985b).

Figure 3: All F-slice of the system (5).
(ii) Consider the system (5) on somefinite time interval [To,T1]. Assumethat the velocities vl,wa of the
aircraft A1 are constant on [T0,T1] and aOl ~ 0. Then
each state (x, y, ¢) e Mis a continuous fountain with
respect to controls (v2,w2).
(iii) The flow of the system (5) is measure preserving.
[]
Applying the methodology described in Section 4, it
can be shown that each u0 F-slice (with wl ~ 0,w2
0) constitutes a controllable subset of the system (5),
where (vl,wl) are treated as constant parameters and
(v.2,w2) are treated as control inputs.
The air traffic system described above can be modelled as a hybrid system, in which each control location
qi e Q is characterized by the velocity (v~, w~)of aircraft
Al. Then, as has been shownin the previous section, it
is possible to construct a partition 7rz, in such a waythat
each block X~ c ~TZl is a u0 F-slice of the system (5),
for some u0 = (v~,w~,v°,w°). Hence n = {~q,; qi e Q}
is in-block controllable.
The partition machine with disturbances can be constructed as follows. The set of forbidden states F is
taken to be the relative protected zone, which is the 5mile radius cylinder around aircraft A1. In (Tomlin,
Pappas, & Sastry 1998), a methodology is developed in
order to compute the predecessor Pre(F); Pre(F) is
the set of initial states for which, regardless of the control input, there exists a disturbance input which would
drive the system into the forbidden set. Wedeclare a
block X’1’ e~ H, for some qi e Q, to be forbidden or
safe depending on whether the set of states {Xq~ } C M
satisfies, respectively,
(i) Pre(F) n q’ } ¢ O,or
(ii) Pre(F) a’ } = 0.
For any disturbance input (v~,wl) which is constant
on [To, T1], each safe block X e 7rq (where the discrete
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